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A New President Takes
Office
Jen Griffin ‘12
President

The first few weeks of being
President of Delta Delta Delta have
been a whirlwind, to say the least.
Within the first portion of the
semester, I have already learned the
being President is more than just
sitting on different committees and
making sure that everything runs
smoothly; it is about constantly
looking to do whatever is best for
the chapter. In the middle of
February I went to Dallas, Texas
with a few other officers and our
Alumnae Advisor for the Regional
Leadership Conference. Aside from
the wonderfully warm weather, the
trip was very informational and
made me appreciate just how
amazing the Gamma Sigma Chapter
really is.
Aside from attending
RLC, our chapter has already started
the
process
of
collecting
information to renovate our
outdated living room and have been
improving our kitchen with the
addition of a new fryer and some
warming
tables
for
dinner.
Hopefully our living room will be
redone, complete with new paint,
new furniture, and a new tv, by the
time recruitment rolls around in the
fall so we can show off our house!
Our new officers are
making me very proud with the
great accomplishments they have
already achieved this semester, such
as having one of the most successful
Carnation and Candy Gram sales
yet! They are collaborating with
each other and are not afraid to step
outside of the box and develop new
ideas for ways Tri Delta can be a
stronger presence on campus. With
all the stress and time management
necessary to be President, seeing
such changes and success come
about to quickly makes everything
worth it! I look forward to all the
great things to come with the rest of
my term.
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Thoughts on Sisterhood
Sarah Jursik ‘13
Vice President of Administration

I have long been following in my
grandmother’s footsteps. We both
like chocolate more than life itself.
We both sing along to everything
even though we are both completely
tone deaf. We could sit in the sun
and look at the ocean for the rest of
our lives and never be tired of the
sight of it. We both have tried to
learn French, and both are equally
terrible but attempt to speak it to
each other anyway. When I was
younger she was the reason I began
to go to summer camp, since she
also went as a girl. She was also the
reason I decided to rush this past
fall. I never really gave the idea
much thought but decided to give it
a chance because of her. She is
turning 90 years old this year and
still gets together with the girls from
her sorority. Listening to her stories
and the excitement in her voice
when she talks about her sisters, I
knew this was something that must
be special.
While I haven’t been a
member for all that long or someone
that really considers herself the
‘sorority type’, I can already tell
that this is an experience that I will
never take for granted. One of my
favorite aspects of sisterhood that
no one really tells you about while
rushing are all the ways that sisters
will go above and beyond to help
each other out or cheer each other
up when someone is having a bad
day. Between the carpool-email
chains that are twenty or thirty
messages long by the time break
rolls around, or the random baked
goods or joyful note that pops into
your mail box for no reason, the
girls of Tri Delta are by far the best.
I can’t wait to get a Delta Daughter
and Granddaughter of my own to
spread the delta love, and maybe
someday I’ll get to tell my real
granddaughter about all of my
sisters from back in the day!

WANT TO KEEP IN CONTACT
WITH THE GAMMA SIGMA
CHAPTER?
EMAIL:
NCECILIANO@STUDENTS.COLGA
TE.EDU

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE:
TRIDELTACOLGATE.COM
AND ADD US ON FACEBOOK:
COLGATE UNIVERSITY DELTA
DELTA DELTA ALUMNAE

Winter Olympics
Mary Beth Spencer ‘11
Continuing Education Chairwomen

Tri Delta had so much enthusiasm
for Winter Olympics this year that
we entered two teams this year!
The teams showed up in their two
muted yet awesome colors brown
and black. Events consisted of
competitions such as three-legged
race, wheelbarrow race, human dog
sled, dizzy bat and more. The
Musical
Chairs
event
was
particularly smashing as senior
Mary Beth Spencer (yes that is
myself), in her winning move broke
a chair! Kate Hicks scored one
team’s winning outdoor soccer
game. In the end the two teams
finished tied with 4 wins and 3
losses and finished right after the
top three teams!

A TriDelta Winter Olympics Team
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Representing TriDelta
Hilary Nicholson ‘12
Panhellenic President

Although
it
might
sound
contradictory, serving as President
of the Panhellenic Association at
Colgate has brought me even closer
to and made me more proud to be a
member of TriDelta than ever
before. In fact it puts me in a
difficult position, as I am supposed
to act in an unaffiliated way and
advocate for all three chapters
equally with no preference for any
single group, but being in meetings
with all three chapters and hearing
the position and opinions of my own
chapter placed in direct comparison
with all the chapters on campus puts
me in a unique position to see
TriDelta in an objective light. And
let me say, it's a bright light.
The TriDelta Panhellenic
delegate, Julia Lagedrost ‘13, acts
cordially and confidently in all of
our meetings and brings the point of
view of TriDelta to the forefront of
her priorities. Listening to the issues
and concerns of the other chapters
as well as learning about how each
chapter
distinctly
runs
their
executive council and membership
make me grateful to be part the
close-knit and supportive sisterhood
that we have at Gamma Sigma.
Julia's representation of TriDelta is
always poised and well-prepared,
and it's easy to tell that she
represents a group of girls that have
a singular view of what TriDelta
means and what a sisterhood should
be--a view that is unique among the
sororities at Colgate. The lasting
impact of the network of support
and encouragement that TriDelta
offers is one that will last much
longer than any other college
experience. It is this support and
encouragement that helped me
become President of Panhellenic,
and the knowledge that I have a
group of over 100 girls who stand
behind me in my decisions is the
reason that I can successfully fulfill
my obligation to sororities at
Colgate.
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Delta Shows Support
Janice Flocken ‘12
Vice President of Public Relations

This past year we had a record 6
Deltas on the Cheerleading squad.
While balancing Rush week and a
full game schedule this fall was
hectic, we all settled in nicely this
basketball season. Our coach put
together a very ambitious half time
dance routine, which we all were
nervous but excited about as the
unveiling of this routine took place.
Running out to half court, nervous
and excited, there was nothing more
reassuring than looking up in the
stands and seeing a plethora of
deltas yelling and smiling for us.
Complete with signs "some one in
Delta loves you" and "we love our
delta cheerleaders" they didn't stop
yelling for us the whole 2 minutes
and 30 seconds of us shaking it out
on the court. All four games which
we danced at there were a strong
group of Deltas in the stands
cheering us on. While we are
graduating 4 cheerleader/deltas this
spring, cheerleading will forever be
linked to the same amazing girls
from my sorority that I have grown
to love.

CONGRATULATIONS
KATIE DAVID ‘12
AND CHRISTINE
HEFFERNAN ‘12
FOR BEING SELECTED
FOR KONOSIONI!

Caroline Callahan '11 fosters sister
bonding by showing fellow Deltas how
to build an Igloo!

RECENT EVENTS

Delta's show support for fellow
cheerleaders by attending Colgate
basketball games!

LIZ FUNK LECTURE
CUPID SHUFFLE
CARNATION AND CANDY
GRAM SALE
IGLOO BUILDING
SUPERBOWL PIZZA PARTY
INTERNATIONAL BADGE
DAY
SPRING BREAK

